
Why use old and outdated sounds? Big EDM is giving you the sounds of tomorrow, today, with their 

latest release, Charged Future Bounce. With this pack, you will get top quality audio samples, wet and 

dry loops, presets and MIDI.  

 

Are you frustrated with sample packs that limit you to the use of only a handful of samples? We 

encourage your creativity and originality by offering multiple track elements and alternate variations. 

By including both the wet and dry versions you can then decide if you want to alter the original and 

truly make it your own. Our sound design professionals have made it easy to open our packs, load up 

the sounds, create, and have a club-ready sound with excellent clarity and top-notch quality.   

 

Packing an electrifying punch, Charged Future Bounce lets you choose from intense fx, percussive 

sounds, piano loops and presets, dramatic orchestral strings, reverberated plucks, hats, rides, and 

other cymbals, tight punchy kicks, risers, snares, light pads, clicks, air raid sirens, claps and snaps, 

futuristic mechanical bleeps, tempo-synced bass rhythms, bright lead synths, as well as presets for 

Serum, Spire, and Sylenth1.  

 

Create endless future bounce that is melodically powerful, inspiring and motivational, or blaze 

through the night with a punchy, pulsating, bounce groove. It's time to accelerate your imagination 

and jump-start your productions with Charged Future Bounce from Big EDM.  

 

Inspired by such artists as Mesto, Brooks, Curbi, MOTi and more.  

 

Pack Contents:  

- 46 Melody Loops WAV & MIDI 

- 17 Bass Loops WAV & MIDI 

- 13 Bass Shots 

- 11 Synth Shots 

- 30 Serum Presets 

- 11 Sylenth1 Presets 

- 15 Spire Presets 

- 37 Drum Loops 

- 36 Drum One-Shots 

- 14 FX Loops 

- 100% Royalty-Free  

 

Synth Presets Compatibility: 

Please Use Spire Version 1.1.16 Or Higher; 

Please Use Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher; 

Compatible With Sylenth 2.21Beta & Version 3.0.5 Or Higher. 


